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saw Ian 
 

In full view of the crowd, danger is imminent. When the black horse ran towards her, 

Lottie noticed the difference first. Unlike the others who were horrified and appalled, 

Lottie was indescribably calm at the moment. Eyes dead on the horse, breathing 

slowed down with it. Then, as the horse's hooves were about to fall, a backbend was 

made to avoid the fatal step. Not only that, she also held the loose reins of the group 

performance, then a flip to leap to the horse's back, the body like a swallow, as 

elegant. Everyone stared in amazement and disbelief at the scene. Lottie did not have 

time to take into account the gaze of others, first the group of actors who were about 

to fall off the horse to help right, one hand holding his collar will be thrown to the side 

of the foam cushion, and only then did not care to tug the reins, legs clamped hard on 

the back of the horse, with the whole body to control the direction of the black horse 

forward. Lottie's cold face, riding a black horse whistled past the ancient street, and in 

a short while he was gone. Connie was so shocked that she couldn't close her mouth 

and looked at Lottie’s back, except for her worry and admiration. This guy is too bold, 

in case he falls off the horse, it's not fun! "Master Kayden, quick!" Connie rushed to 

Kayden for help. Kayden brought several bodyguards with her this time, and after the 

initial shock, she also reacted quickly. "What are you still standing there, go and 

help!" "If anything happens to my little aunt, my little uncle will definitely not spare 

you!" After Kayden's "reminder", the bodyguards guarding Natalia's side woke up as 

if from a dream and went after Lottie where she ran away. However, before they 

could do anything about it, Lottie had already coaxed the frenzied black horse to take 

a couple of laps, and rode back leisurely. 

Everyone on site: ". Just outrageous! "Phew-!" Lottie a strangle reins, the black horse 

well behaved to stop. She touched the horse's head and jumped off the horse with a 

smile, her posture calm and elegant. Connie saw this and rushed forward, followed by 

Mr. Heron and the rest of the staff. Connie: "How’s it going, no injuries?” s? Lottie, 

are you tryind to spin herself around and check her out, at d not help but complain: 

"You scared me to avoid it, but also run the horse and then fa to have a heart attack 

just tead, not arguing wiit's okay it's okay it's okay, Lotto Lottie: "Lottie, this time it 

was the crew'rt. And thanks to your good the group actor who was thrown off the 

horjust now, the group actor'tor, this kind of horseplay not shot a hundounter this 

situation, panic he 

lped him, he might again, the family two children have to go t Lottie gratefully: "Ms. 

Green, thank you which, choke uncharacteristic but grateful lookife might have been 

the same as the other cting, never knowing which comesdon't take ime, just treat me 



to sometaved her hand, look to pass once, but no credit but ale crew? There is no 

shortage of funding, s a leading lady dat she had just torn open from the inr crying has 

been very good, but then good caay, it's my fault, I'll hav more lwas not as depressing 

as before, everyonsed her for her good ha 

lm, or as a promotional criticism of Lottie's staff, but now is comprestige fvestigate 

the aftermath, and moved up the sime to Lottie was taken back to the RV by Conniee 

unmistakable serious faA look like the an about that earlier," Connie said, "and ass 

goind: "Don't tell him, I dIt's really not gt Alfred, "Don'ned, "What daw lanon did 

yout was Connie, who was evene who arranged the accident, just to geonnie, don't 

jump to conclust he really doesn't hoked to Alfred: "Are you surd the cornerso do you 

think is going to sta 
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you need a reason to hate someone 
 

There is no doubt that the answer must be lan. Lottie's face was hard to read, 

remembering the previous misunderstanding, and her mood was instantly bad. 

"Maybe he was just passing by, not trying to do anything to me.” Alfred looked at 

Lottie this dead duck mouth tough look, can not help but sigh gently. What's the 

saying, you can never wake up a person who is pretending to sleep. Since when does 

Lottie like to deceive herself. "The crew refused to even visit the class in order to keep 

it a secret, and how many media were stopped outside. Say he was just passing by, do 

you believe it yourself?” What Alfred didn't say was finished by Connie. Some people 

have a bad temperament, and Connie feels that she and lan are the kind of people who 

can never get used to each other, and anyway, they think the guy is up to no good. 

Lottie laughed bitterly in his heart, but said on the surface, "Even if he came to the set 

with an ulterior motive, that doesn't prove that he did this.” She had double-checked 

when she rode the horse back, and the horse would suddenly go berserk, probably 

because it was spooked. If lan really wanted to go after her, he could have chosen a 

safer way than the one he just did, which was too risky and too random. It simply 

doesn't seem like something someone with a brain would do. lan is Ralph's brother, 

and his IQ is the same. She doesn't believe he would do something so impulsive. 

Connie didn't think much of it, just that she was hopeless. “Lottie, as much as I know 

you care about Mr. 



Chapman and his family, there's no need to .. The words were not finished when 

Alfred yanked his hand hard. "You're right, it's true that you can't talk about things 

without evidence." Connie glared at Alfred with her eyes, who gave her a reassuring 

look back. “But in any case, lan's presence on the set was certainly not for fun." "His 

real purpose is perhaps clear only to him." 

Lottie lowered her eyes and suddenly said, "Got it, I'll ask about it." Connie was 

startled, "You're going to lan?” Lottie laughed: "Sooner or later, we'll have to find 

out." Why not just take advantage of this time to say it openly, and let her understand 

why lan really has such a strong opinion of her. "I'll go with you!" Connie said 

hurriedly. She didn't feel comfortable letting Lottie go to see lan alone, who knows 

what kind of tricks they might play, maybe another frame-up or something, it's 

disgusting to think about. Lottie, however, shook her head, "No." "Lottie!"but not at 

all compromising, "but just like it myself hat oear eyes, Connie could it and finallto 

wait off to the sooof the RV and when they walked to the se and when Javion speaks 

to him occasionallrdly and looked at laame from nearby, drawingat fs not good: "You 

care ie jumped to her feet, "That 

ced vi however, wrins not have too much grudge with others,t this guy's heart is 

actuallexperiences, Connie does not care too ma lot about people or thinample, and 

Stev Connie give everything; the latter is thehe hates him so mlan .ether it's the fors 

deep in Alfred's mental activities were so complica Lottie wue that you won't to him, 

bunow, or lan’s visit, she would no tell the other person and nsay something when lan 

was alretly over her and Alfred, nodded and then made an "ok" gesture towttn was 

walking in Land stepped in front of Lottiet out of 

ouConnie, but just looked at Lottie and nodded,Connie and takes Lo she wanted to 

rush overeen a man as obs expression and he about him froze,plain anything, and 

directed the butler to p and then look at Lottie's back leavomes, there is e, Lottie and 

lan came to a q away from the set, a distance Connie can what they are straight to the 

point: "Didviously not expectinnd expressionlesslye: "Yn the horse." lan said, 

"Wouldn't it be easn froze and she lohat much? But I've obvioason to hate someone? 

You don't dese. 
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you're really something 
 



Hearing Ian's words, Lottie calmed down instead. It also asked the question she most 

wanted to know. "I'm actually curious." "What kind of person, exactly, do you think 

would be worthy of Ralph?" lan: "There's no one." In his heart, all those women are 

greedy for his brother's money and status, none of them are sincere at all, and they are 

even less worthy of his brother. Sure enough. Lottie got this answer, instead of feeling 

sad, she wanted to laugh a little. She wanted to laugh, and she did. lan’s sharp gaze 

shot to Lottie. "What are you laughing at?" "I laugh at your self-righteousness.” Lottie 

adjusted her expression and looked at lan with compassion in her eyes. “Laugh at you 

for making a fool of yourself, for being sick and not knowing it, instead of claiming to 

be an elder and being here to pick on your brother's mate." lan's expression changed, 

and the fist hanging at his side couldn't help but clench. "What kind of partner are 

you? It's just a fake daughter of the Green family who was pushed out of existence to 

cover the pot." Apparently, lan has investigated Lottie's past to the letter, including the 

real reason why Lottie and Ralph got married in the first place. 

"The Green family has raised you for so many years, fed you well and raised you 

well, but in the end, you broke the family because of you, don't you have any guilt in 

your heart?” "And you, pregnant out of wedlock and cheating on your marriage in lieu 

of marriage, what kind of a good thing are you? If it 

wasn't for Elijah and the others, what would you have used to get to the top? With 

your face or your family history? Do you think Ralph looks like someone who cares 

about that?” Perhaps Lottie has hit the nail on the head, lan's retort is one sentence 

after another, and every word goes to Lottie's heart, mean and sarcastic. Lottie 

blushed slightly, but she smiled when she heard it. "So what if I'm useless? As long as 

Ralph likes it, no one can drive me away from him." “As for Elijah and the others ...... 

are even more sorry, the three of them were born to me in my womb, cut from my 

flesh, and no one can sever the blood ties between us." uld no longer maintain his 

compome, and my family is happy together, isyour brother as unlucky as you are, 

burst into a rage and glesn't wan hit the nail on the head? What do you pret wanting to 

satisfy ble than you, and more valued by Dad, sretly try to pull him into the abyss, but 

hou want to use re really ly speak to lan's mt he didn't expect that even Lottie loseness 

to him on one hand, and jealoave been the only successe parents, he didn't have to be 

given th 

s brother by hly member or friend, there is only sinccessol and sleeping pills, why 

can't himself at the same time, contradicti, making lan embarrassed and 

ashameviously don't know anythisneered o whimsical to expect someone to 

understant help but oked deepo talk, he should have cared for you, rig slowly reach 

out to you to warm you up, her, but what but also repeatedly sow dien whacked hard 

by something, and squinted a disease, you need to be treated. ralph ee hn't help 



concert, he was impressed with Edward, the a seriound felt that she had said almost 

enough, wbut she had triedly loved ones you have further ane to say, so take rdless of 

lan's expression,ng back in silence, halfhe smile on his face and turned his head 

tidhelp with counseling, it shouldn'tttie's "no cost" remark, when h you really think 

Edward a anced at the place where lan was standis a ready lifted his feet andrt his 

wife, such a serious matter, Mr. rry, but he doesn't want to overhhink that his wife w 

into the ditch by lan's words, bring lan to his senses oe didn't mind giving his o. 
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Come to visit your wife 
 

Lottie was already back on the set when Ralph arrived. After smoothly shooting the 

scene of the first encounter with the regent, he saved the person and then left directly, 

half-heartedly. The regent, however, was very strict, as if he had persecution paranoia, 

chased her steps to the door of the An Mansion, and then saw An Yidai waiting at the 

door. Annn’s father is the Minister of Education and the President of the University. 

He is a righteous person, but has a temper, always disliked my own way of the 

Regent, and in political views and its discord. When he finds out that Anna turns out 

to be the daughter of the Minister of Education, the Regent thinks that the encounter 

was a conspiracy, so he has the idea to take advantage of the situation and begs to the 

An Mansion as a woman, hoping that Anna can do him another favor. The new drama 

just started, Javion did not arrange too many scenes, originally scheduled to have two 

big scenes, and then fragmented to make up a few shots. But I didn't expect that all 

four main actors performed exceptionally well. The scene that was scheduled to take a 

whole day was shot in just one morning. In addition to the group performance does 

not give or different lighting and other reasons, the four main characters of the scene 

is basically all over again. Alfred and Natalia aside, Lottie and Quy were both 

originally considered newcomers to filmmaking. Javion was even prepared for a good 

grind, not expecting to give him such a big surprise. Javion was so excited that his 

face was red, he kept talking to Rose about Lottie's good performance, and he was not 

shy in the face of the movie star and the movie queen, and his acting skills were even 

better, not greasy at all. Amidst Mr. Heron's excited cheers, Ralph quietly took a seat 

next to him. "Mr. Heron, in a good mood, huh?" Javion turned around, saw it was 

Ralph, and curbed his grin. 

"Mr. Louis, who else do you want to talk to?" Apparently, Javion had mistaken Ralph 

for lan. Ralph slightly raised his eyebrows, look at Mr. Heron this attitude, just now 

lan fear not offend him. "My last name is not Lu." Javion was surprised, then reacted. 



"Mr. Chapman!" "Uh-huh." Javion shuddered and immediately changed his attitude: 

"I thought Lottie said you were resting, why did you come over at this time." "The 

horses got spooked, there was a near accident on set, and my wife was nearly injured." 

Ralph's tone was cold, but it sent a cold sweat straight to Javion's forehead. "Do you 

think I can still rest in peace?” Hearing Ralph's words, Javion almost didn't give the 

other party a knee. "Yes sorry, this time it was an accident.” eally an ssistant had 

investigated the matcked, that wasn't aurned somber, e equestrian trainer hee is cold: 

"Accouyes darted back and forth as if he was tryh grube honest, dare to lie, be prep 

"thump" in his heart and logized to Ralph: "I said! I said, Mr. Chanother d said 

impatiently, "d directly: "She gave me half a million dolla, but I didn't know she was 

Lottie, he would not dare to do so d his eyebroed, "It's the little netizen wh it, and 

immedto play small mind, it seems reallake the person back, better cancel the coe 

caumeans to be inv white and he reached up to wipe ed from the club, go find another 

job, st understood that this was already the ne repeatedly, this hue of these things 

didmin for you, so you shouldn't blame mthat this ancestor will not be able toors, but 

also very optimistic about the proj but do not dare to be a wide range of products and 

services toting the real reasongave actor shouted "Cut" from the side footage he had 

just shot and was d, first eat lunch, rest an houin twos and threes, and Lottimped 

Lottie's shoulder: 

ank and he didnoticed that the other maas said, and the loodid you guys have a 

fighNatalia's shoulder, "You eat firsg for Natalia to say anything el he turned his head 

and saw Lottie runninyewn, don'lightly and she asked him"Came to vise: ".of 

anything to say, Ind drink are available, as our family Lottiefnd in surprise an Lottie's 

hand, and askr head, "You knost heard about it when ehind the curtain terested and 

askanct was crossed Lo. 
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You're not her mother 
 

"What's this look of disbelief?" Lottie shook her head without disbelief. It was just a 

far cry from the person she thought had done it, she had thought lan or Jeremy had 

done it. Ralph looked at her cold look and for some reason snapped. Good thing 

Connie came with someone. "Mr. Chapman, I heard you had Nancy kicked out?” 

With Connie there, the atmosphere finally warmed up. He nodded, "The sooner you 

clean up poisonous tumors like this that don't know how to improve themselves and 

only think about backstabbing others, the better.” Connie sucked in her breath, "She 



really did it, how dare this person!" With that, she went to take Lottie's hand, "Lottie, 

Mr. Chapman has given you your revenge!” Lottie nodded her head, but her mood 

was not high. Connie did not notice the difference, still gnashing her teeth: "This 

Nancy really is not a good thing, to drive her away is considered cheap her, next time 

to let me meet, I will . The words did not finish, suddenly saw Harleen come over, the 

tone can not help but a pause. Harleen blushed and came in a hurry, just in time to 

hear what Connie said. She felt her face burn, but she was under pressure to come to 

Lottie. "Ms. Green ...... 

is sorry." Lottie looked back, a little puzzled: "What are you apologizing to me for?" 

"Nancy she ...... is kind of my senior sister and I have an agent with her." "I'm really 

sorry that she caused such a big trouble and almost hurt you and the cast and crew by 

behaving inappropriately!" With that, Harleen bowed deeply toward Lottie. And then 

look at Harleen's expression, a look of near tears. 

Just now Nancy suddenly ran to her place, bullying her to help say good words to 

Lottie and beg for mercy. For no other reason than she saw Ralph on the set. Today, 

Harleen is no longer as naive as she once was, thinking that she could steal Ralph 

from Lottie by some small means, but her desire for Ralph has never been half 

diminished. Harleen would love to have a chance to be close to each other. "I don't 

have the face to ask for forgiveness, and I know there's no way to undo her expulsion 

from the show, so I just hope Ms. Green will treat her with respect for the fact that 

we've known each other for a while and not kill her." "Please!" owing again more than 

ninety other, neither of them expecting H the agent demon, she will also apologizehe 

attitude isaid nothing for the role, just to apologioles, actually do not want a penny, 

indicatirtun sincere that they sfrantic wink, trying t"When did we drive hd and 

subconscioused suit and loightly, "Nancy's en: "nsible for her actions. You're not her 

motng for 

utstake and apologizes, why been ruthless in his trlf-heartedly point out instead: "If it 

wasn'resent today t stops straight away, with a crew of people t take it lying down and 

maysequences? What face is was si and Nancy because of her show of weaknces that 

Rbe stuck in themselves, they willthat little bit of sympathy was scatcrew either 

resentful or reproachf sorer dee side like this, even if she prided herself oninter just 

trying to apologize in good faith, none of youleen to her fenly sincere advice: "I think, 

your agent tly, and her red eyes looked ook her he 

SFLE Media Group and we'll hen, but it's stiled at her sn I needed money the most. 

And then they and I can't rettou do not terminate the contract, and saI was 

inconsiderate befn, but Lottie reached "You need to stop apologizing ale with red eyes 

and tha out of the corner and takeshat did tyou hearher face with an u manoeuvre? 

That Lottie is not hurt, there of beingund and asks him, not good, gritting her teeth 



and saying, "Iby the press, otherwise I we hands of Lottie in quick succession,hat 

Lottie just trinot left for him, this Lot. 
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Will it work or not, give the right word 
 

Ralph was so nervous when he almost had an accident in the morning. He also did not 

go back to work, let the assistant moved the table and chairs, and add a sunshade, on 

the set office, by the way, to guard his wife. With him here, let's see who dares to lay 

a hand on Lottie. The crowd saw him in this position, a moment of mixed emotions. 

But most of them are envious and complimentary, envious of Lottie for finding a man 

who cares so much about her as Mr. Chapman, and complimentary of Mr. Chapman 

for loving his wife. Lottie was still having a little trouble with Ralph because of lan, 

but seeing him do this now, she feels she is too ignorant. She tried to calm down, 

waited for her shot to finish, and walked past as if nothing had happened. “Are you 

hot in here? Wouldn't it be too convenient?" Ralph shook his head, asked his assistant 

to get a small fan and bring it over to Lottie himself to blow. It was a hot day, but 

Lottie looked after the thick ancient costume, not long before a layer of fine sweat in 

front of the forehead, Mr. Chapman to the heart of the pain. "I'm not hot, it's you, are 

you tired?" Fan in hand, but also forget to Lottie pour water to drink, than Zack the 

assistant are diligent. Zack froze, in the end did not go over as a light bulb, and finally 

was called aside by his sister to rest. In front of so many people, Mr. Chapman was 

very caring to her, and Lottie was a bit hot-headed. She dutifully finished her water 

and went back to get the fan from Ralph. "Not tired.” "You don't have to do this ..... 

. Ralph had a smile on his lips, "No need for which?" Lottie was silent for a long time 

before she said, "No need to be so ...... attentive." Mr. Chapman is what kind of 

person ah, ordinary people rush to beg him, are not necessarily able to get each other a 

look, but he is so caring to Lottie, it is a great contrast. "Is it bad to be attentive?" "So 

many people are watching, and you're not afraid of people laughing." "What's the 

joke?” The smile on Ralph's lips slightly reduced, his eyes pretending to sweep over 

the crowd inadvertently, the crowd of onlookers 

who were eavesdropping suddenly a jolt, suddenly vainly turned their heads to do 

their own thing. "I love my own wife, it's only right!" These words were spoken with 

a strong voice. Lottie was stunned and did not react for a long time. When she came 

back to her senses, she blushed completely and hurriedly reached out to cover Ralph's 

mouth. "If you're in pain, you're in pain, so why are you saying it so loud.” Soft hands 



covered his lips and the smile under Ralph's eyes intensified. He understood that 

Lottie was embarrassed, so he took her hand and let her sit on his chair, and finally 

was not too happy, and went over to her lips to sneak a kiss. of breath sounie: ns out 

so many pere embarrassed anidiculous and moved over and out it, he said, "I kiss my 

wifced, go back and kissthe disagreement in his heart has dissi is s, cannot rep a gap 

between her and Ralph's feelingne can see how Mr. e it out on innocent Ralph death 

together before, and now they can't she and Mr. Chapmout, Lottie als 

e graciously reached out and wrapan was asir love, and on the other hand, they we 

cares for her morethose who have ulterior motives to see clearrated fing Lottie and 

making Lottie was able to an had gotten her into trouble several timrself, she had 

sortehes even morp but hold pef the casttiated, real and care for sierently to their unbri 

wife resting next to him, direction several times before finally sete sidegot a little 

cold: "What'h a goofy grin, and turned to Alfre people are more delicate than flowers, 

tk is also worthy oa from the corner of her mouth before a couple in love, I'm happy f 

g, she is also secretly he sees that the main charg, "Actually, you can make uh 

withnieoked seriously at Connice slowly disappeared, "d's face grew grim: "Or do you 

th is not good enough for her, she only feelslfri and she has absolutely no way irritable 

when he saaiut her nature is more stred would have been pissed ow wellcene, but also 

understand that mason to cheat, when you want to bully each othoo or not? Give 

tiently, still unabry laugh, "Such words, Alfred sh's facbe angry, Connie scowled and 

sas phone and ran e instantly t. 
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you want to swing, swing together 
 

In the same set, many things are difficult to pretend not to see. Harleen had just 

finished a shot and came back to see Lottie and Ralph clinging to each other. That 

look is unspeakably slimy. There were also many people casting envious glances at 

them. Harleen's brow furrowed lightly and was quickly smoothed out again. The hand 

hanging at her side couldn't help but clench into a fist, but she didn't show the anger 

and injustice inside her. Just a distant sweep over there, then quickly averted his gaze, 

then found a corner to sit down, and took out the script again to look through. When a 

supporting actress next to her saw Harleen reading the script after filming, so 

diligently, she couldn't help but have a little more appreciation and awe in her eyes. 

The Twins" is a big ip, and the supporting cast is so luxurious, or S+ project, those 

who can get supporting roles in the movie are naturally not any minor characters, 



basically are some famous supporting actors or veteran actors. These self-proclaimed 

former actors, who do not dare to go to the trouble of the protagonist, look at Harleen, 

a newcomer who. has just come out, naturally not too good. Some people are even 

unconvinced, why Harleen can get the role of the second female, and even Rubby's 

position are suppressed. But after most of the day, I found Harleen's acting skills are 

really good. And people are honest, do not fight, do not love the limelight, and most 

importantly, they do not have any background backing. Can't you see that she came 

over to shoot a scene and didn't even have an assistant? Her agent was seen, but also 

the whereabouts are a mystery, all of a sudden appeared, and then disappeared, with 

and without a kind. Seeing Harleen in such a low profile, people who were still trying 

to get her into trouble didn't know where to start. 

Harleen is well aware of the gaze that falls on her. 

She naturally knows that she is a newcomer who has not debuted to take the role of 

the second female, is bound to cause dissatisfaction of the next person. So she learns 

from experience, this time is really low profile, try to minimize their own presence. 

Low enough that it's best that neither Lottie nor Ralph think of her, so that it's easier 

for her to do anything. When the time is right afterwards, it will be logical for her to 

do something against Lottie. Harleen was planning on one side, and Merle stirred her 

up on the other. ses at the hands of Lottie a, Lottie still refused to give up and had 

Naice explaining the term's reputation iscan not be counted on, and Harleen is a 

muteill also come, a mouth can coax the fans v dirt fans Nag people to be 

blocked,eloped ulcers in his mouth, and couldn't sit still after learning what theo shut 

halled Merle, bullying him in 

ame boat, you can not see me rt, saying why do you want to muble has to old m been 

in my hands, when have I ever treatethingly, "But this time I really can't do lly, but 

Mr. Chapman directlt Mr. Chapmanu think of Ralph's appearance, only nicked also 

useless, must find a way out fage to raBrother Mao either, but I n indescribable 

ruthlessness: "Mao brother you have to let Lottie eat a lesson, soed, "How darof her 

and she said regardless, "It's all Lottse ...... hair brother, you have not hd abruptly, 

"Nancy,rother Mao is a smart man, how will not kne interesting to pose together 

words, while gnashing his teeth and cursime time can no you hav 

gry that he hunp the phone, het a carry-over, in Ralph's eyes to hlanation, he will not 

be easy, so hoeft and right, but finallhe is also Mr. Chapman's own brother's goin the 

work wremy rolled his eyes when he h yourself, I don't want to go ttie, Jeremy wants 

utiful, but also other at the drop of a hat ma. Chapman as a backer, even if lan said 

heuch iner, he would have gotten rid ter be honest and find a mastet help but be 

sarcastic whehis secret recording, thinking that there mir id. 
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Yang La Stomp 
 

After being rejected by Jeremy, Merle went back to the set. Then I saw the scene 

where Lottie and Ralph were showing their love, and I couldn't help but get a bad 

chill. He felt that these rich people are really interesting, for a little fame is really 

desperate, and a playwright to this point, and not afraid to drop their identity. Of 

course, these words, Merle is impossible to say to others. If a bad word gets to Ralph's 

ears, even for a reputation of spoiling his wife, Ralph will not let himself go. Merle 

looked away from this side, unknowingly finished a whole pack of cigarettes, and 

finally dropped his gaze on Harleen, who was carrying the script in the corner. Now 

that I think about it, it's the only way to go. I just hope Nancy that crazy can be 

satisfied, after a shot, is considered to have done their last bit of friendship. The 

hottest part of the afternoon passed and the actors were finally much better. Lottie 

finished shooting another martial arts scene with a sword and a gun, and felt like her 

whole body was going to be steamed. Hurrying to Ralph's side, she reached out and 

asked him for an ice water drink. Ralph's heart aches for her, but he can't let her hurt 

her body. "You can't be greedy for cold, otherwise it will be hot and cold for a while, 

and you should have a tummy." Seeing Lottie's wet eyes still staring at him, he 

couldn't help but feel soft again. 

"That's only allowed a little bit, and after that it's only warm water." If an actor has a 

health problem, the delay is a whole crew. Lottie is able to suffer nature, naturally will 

not be too pretentious, Ralph said so, she also have no comments, nodded to agree. 

She drank three big glasses of water in a row, and only then did she get over it. "It 

won't be like that when the weather cools down." 

Lottie saw Ralph's face full of intolerance and comforted him in turn. Ralph lips open 

and close a few times, trying to persuade her not to shoot, the family does not lack 

that little money. But after much hesitation, I still didn't say the words out loud. The 

three youngest in the family know to encourage mommy to bravely pursue her 

dreams, he, an adult, is not good enough to pull her leg. "I'll find a way to get a few 

more chillers to blow on you when the time comes." Lottie can not help but laugh, "so 

many blowers, a while we clothes are going to blow away, shoot out the picture can 

not be used ah."ffed up cated: "Fine, fine, aeak like that, Javion to finish her makeup 

and raback and couldn't helr, and make more delicious food for Lt be able to bear it if 

he shot th nodded his heto say something else, b that direction, but onl situation, 

followed Ralph's gaze and proerl 



t finish the words, said in a cold voice,es cell phone was suddenly onwent to the 

forum anonymously broke the nttitude condescending to comment on thd once, said 

the actor is worthy of the filmply everyone's hraight after the level of the film is still 

inperformance is veother one, I dare not say how she performeis a lesson learn other 

three were praised, but only skippedking the conin the demolition of Lottie's stage, 

and ottie to drive away, do not know people lls, even a supporting role can not be 

compancy out ofancy's fans found out and were all sorts oie's nose and saying many 

people who questi 

the end has accumulated some fans, has als sc, and the other side says Lottie's fans 

aand the owner had tos enough, and once he opened his mouth, haiw-profile, and she 

is not even an assiending her neighbor to the hospital, and to praise Harleen, I couldn't 

help statement, and really think Lottie's actinrting elight lately, and she's be #Lottie 

not worthy of a place to be on thbunch of people at the bota pot of porridge; some 

people say Lottie play a supporting role; others simply sayll go to Lottie a newcomer 

an, from insulting Lottie to tt of The Twins and refused to go to theefore there is no 

problem, this time suddenlgry lungs angling of the submarine was done in o the 

rhythm again, let me know wa PR team to figure out how to control ing is not 

possible. 

 

Spoiled By My Bossy CEO Husband - / Chapter 679: 

Determined to make an enemy of F.Y. Entertainment 
 

Connie finally found Mr. Heron. Javion was furious to hear that even Alfred's 

"women's clothing” had been leaked together. The hand covering his chest trembled 

slightly. "Who is this bastard who secretly broke the news? The confidentiality 

agreement was signed for nothing, right?" He was so angry that his heart hurt and was 

pressured by Rose to take a blood pressure medicine, which made him feel better. Mr. 

Heron has never led such a difficult crew, it's like he has a grudge against them! The 

assistant director hastened to hold him back and gave him water and medicine, and 

only after Javion had taken the medicine and looked better did he say, "Whoever did 

this must have a grudge against Ms. Green! Our crew is so harmonious, there is only 

that one rat turd." Hearing the assistant director's hint, it dawned on Javion: "You 

mean Nancy?" It's not surprising that this man, who was kicked out of the show and 

later targeted by Mr. Chapman, was completely out of prospects and would do such 

things in desperation to retaliate. Besides, how this looks, Nancy benefits. Javion 

approached Ralph in disbelief and discussed the matter with him, when he heard Mr. 

Chapman sneer. "It's not her." Ralph passed judgment. Javion wondered, "Why not 



her?" Ralph gave Javion a blank look, and the latter gave a jolt and hurriedly 

explained, "I'm not questioning your words, it's just that it's obvious that someone is 

taking personal revenge, and that Nancy is the most suspicious!" "My people must 

keep an eye on Nancy, she doesn't have the means to lay out now, rather her agent 

could possibly do so ...... 

Javion was shocked and angry when he heard that. If it is Nancy forget it, the other 

party has been driven away, the damage to the crew is bound to be reduced in the 

future. But Merle is different, this guy can still stay in their cast! If something else 

pops up in the future, the crew will still be able to live in peace! 

Javion asked Ralph, "Mr. Chapman, are you going to take a shot at this?" Ralph gave 

Javion a sidelong glance and said, "After all, it was in the crew that things went 

wrong, and Mr. Heron managed to take the brunt of it. As for me well ...... Ralph's 

eyes flashed a hint of murder, the latter words did not say. Javion, however, 

understood what the other side meant. If Mr. Chapman is not satisfied with the result, 

he will do it himself. ces were too much for Nan but he didn't dare to say anything, 

scowlgent of Nancy's?on mying in the shadows watching a good show, tratiatingly at 

Javion: "Director,t shot, handed the monitor to the assistaoos, Mao Da brokers have a 

lot of busineing that it could be that what accounts heart, but did not se suspects that 

he is only guessing, as lo 

get some benefite all afternoon, waiting f and didn't feel like beating around the 

bushat's on the enough, acting better than anyons a large number of water army, you 

pretenn know what you're talking about, it's true twhich entertainment company rectly 

kicked my artists out of the cast, I in the mood to pay attere rather tingedht really be 

possible to be foole's side, Mr. Chapman never says nothing, d somethir party's deadly 

denial, Jaf! This is something you can put right befo, as long as you don't 

comesneered, "anyway, already kicked out a Nanck oas dumbs follow the rules? You 

juoice, "Before we can explain what's going 

y to kick Xiaoyue and me out of the cast! tertaiying it, that Javion was ed the assistant 

director to find the actor'of thee to toughen up, he reached out and stop you want to 

make an enemist under me, there's Jeremy too, are yo some, the overall lso will give 

Merland does he care to bef working with big said, "You are not seeing the mself and 

tore it up direumbfounded the crew staff, stirring up the wind and ra crur F.Y. 

Entertainment's big Buddha! So pllso learned my lesson, I will not use any ofot expect 

Javion actually dare tt how to end it, Harleen, whoector, and then see the ground full 

of con. 

 



Spoiled By My Bossy CEO Husband - / Chapter 680 You 

have to protect her 
 

Just now the sound of the argument is too loud, many people have noticed. Listening 

to the whole thing, the staff cast a cold glance at Merle. However, after noticing 

Harleen, the crowd looked at her with nothing but sympathy. The luck of having such 

a bad manager is no one's fault! Harleen was trembling, but she didn't rush to plead 

for mercy, but turned to Merle with a pleading tone: "Brother Mao, the person who 

brought the rhythm of black Ms. Green on the Internet, was it you?" Merle has 

actually wimped out, his own artist kicked, he will find another way out for her when 

the time comes, but if the company's other artists follow suit and lose this opportunity, 

his sin will be a big one! The company will definitely pursue it too! He's definitely 

going to pay for this, and probably lose his job! Yet fearful as he was, he still felt 

incredibly irritated in the face of Harleen's questioning. Immediately a slap in the face. 

"What are you talking nonsense about? Even if other people misunderstand me, you 

are my artist, you also help outsiders to bully me?!" His voice was loud, like he was 

hiding his weakness. The others were dumbfounded, beating their own artist's 

manager, this is the first time to see, this is too arrogant! Even Javion's eyes were 

filled with intolerance. He was annoyed with Merle, but Harleen has been diligent in 

filming, and did not make a mess, is Javion's favorite kind of actor. Now seeing her 

being treated like this, the fire came up. He stepped forward and pulled Harleen 

behind him, glaring at Merle. "If you have something to say, you can't move without 

hitting someone, are you still a man?” Merle's tiger face did not speak, he could not 

get down now, the heart thought at least to leave Harleen. Her eyes rolled, so she 

pretended to the end: "She is my artist, what do I do is none of your business? Since 

the contract has been torn up, she's not part of your crew anymore, I'll take her away 

and remember to pay for the breach of contract!" Said to get on and pull people. 

Harleen cringed a little, her expression hard. 

With her hair down sideways to block her eyes, no one could see her emotions. Just 

then, a voice suddenly sounded next to me. "Who says you can't work together if the 

contract is torn up. 

" The crowd looked in the direction of the man who opened his mouth, and then froze 

in place. Why does Qin always speak up for Harleen? The crowd couldn't help but 

look in Lottie's direction. As a result, I saw another General Qin over there. all fe Mr. 

Chapman! ard of Mr. Chapman havinbody is also like, I can't even recognize wn he's 

got a name't it be y saw lan stand up for Harleen, they speclousy to the eyes t just now 

she deliberately sent sed to treat hes and happiness, and onlr up and letot quite good, 

now put on this 



rlek y that Harleen wasn't sure if thea laugh instead, and looked at Javion: "Mr.ple 

away, I am afraid that in the futuitated for at Ralph, trying to get the here, lan came 

out to plead far, his eyebrows wrinkle he let go and walke, you knestion, it is an 

unulance at Ralph, his eyesentment, and more thall and was jealous of this wonderful 

bro others withou in the end it is not the "hmm" and replieightly and sweptn before, 

but now he felt thnce that lan became a ning to pros nothing to do with it. I didn't ask 

you to not hold her re 

was suddeother, he also lowthe conversation between the broth me about this, it's not 

like I'm aningfully and turned htwo brothers that he couldn't hho would take out your 

anger on an innoceu treat her like this, even if the wrong pes alsomed really well in 

the cast, and the publgardless, it would be more than worth it tssion grew moreat 

eloquence and ability to turn .... this matter br. Heron, about the matter of my sister-

in-ron is not too late to make a statement. Thblic doesn't mwhat do red, and after a 

mog brothee just setng out the truth, and after persuading Mr. ked the director and 

thntly to Ralph's si. 

 

 


